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INTRODUCTION

WHAT

IS

?

The word, "data" gets a "bad rap". The stereotypes that
data endure are unfair- data are often seen as just for
mathematicians, statistical analysis, and scientists. These
stereotypes have permeated the nation and data want
their identity back!
DIY Data Art is a creative data literacy curriculum and
toolkit co-designed with librarians and youth at public
libraries in Boston. For the purposes of this project,
creative data literacy is defined as the ability to read,
work with, collect, analyze and visualize data through
hands-on crafts and activities.
This activity book and toolkit are intended to introduce
data literacy to youth in a creative and nonintimidating
way that is relevant and engaging.
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WHAT'S IN THE
TOOLKIT?

Activity book | DIY Data Art stickers | Profile
cards | Colorful candy | Scissors | Colored
pencils | Crayons | Markers | Dry erase reusable
paper | Index cards | Post-its | Glue | Pipe
cleaners | Playdough | Fusion beads | Toothpicks
| Miscellaneous recyclable materials (toilet
paper and paper towel rolls, empty jars, clean
cans, etc).
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HOW

TO USE THIS
TOOLKIT

If you are a public librarian, academic librarian, community
educator, school teacher, professor, artist, or someone who
enjoys hands-on activities for learning, this toolkit is for
you! This toolkit is intended to be used as a self-guided kit
for youth to work on individually, in pairs or in groups. It
can also be used during workshops or in classrooms.
Creative data literacy is for everyone! This toolkit is just a
guide and it encourages adaptations, suggestions and
participatory development. Anyone can contribute to DIY
Data Art by sharing activities, lesson plans, and photos they
have developed inspired by the kit.
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BATTLE

OF THE
LYRICS

LESSON

SONG

PLAN

ESSENTIAL QUESTIONS

What can the lyrics of a song tell us about contemporary issues?
How can we use text to analyze songs?
How can analyzing text teach us about identifying patterns?
VOCABULARY
Bigram- a pair of consecutive written units such as letters, syllables, or
words.
Frequency- the rate at which something occurs over a particular period
of time or in a given sample.
Trigram- a group of three consecutive written units such as letters,
syllables, or words.
LEARNING OBJECTIVES

Participants will be able to identify bigrams and trigrams in song
lyrics
Participants will be able to identify the most frequent words and
patterns in their favorite songs
COMMON CORE STANDARDS

CCSS.MATH.CONTENT.6.SP.A.1
CCSS.MATH.CONTENT.7.SP.A.1
CCSS.MATH.ONTENT.7.SP.B.3
CCSS.MATH.CONTENT.8.SP.A.1

FINAL PRODUCT

Participants will create word clouds and visuals that illustrate the
most frequent messages and words in their favorite songs .
Interested in more DIY Data Art lesson plans? Visit itsliteracy.org
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BATTLE

VOCABULARY
Bigram
Frequency
Trigram

MATERIALS

Markers
Paper
Writing Utensil
Computer
Internet access

EXAMPLE

SONG

STEPS

1

Choose a musician/artist you enjoy
listening to. Visit AZlyrics.com and
choose 5 songs of theirs to evaluate.

2

Go to: https://www.databasic.io
and click on Word Counter tool.

3

4
5

TIPS
Choose songs without explicit
lyrics.
Don't be afraid to play around
with more than 2 songs!

OF THE
LYRICS

6

Copy and Paste lyrics from the songs
into “paste text”
a. What word is used the most?
b. What is the most popular “bigram”?
c. What is the most popular trigram?
Recreate the word cloud on a
piece of paper or object of your
choosing to reflect the song and
the lyrics!
What do the songs have in
common?
What is one new thing you learned?
How does the frequency of a word
connect to the meaning of the
song?
Share on Instagram, Tumblr, and Twitter
using #DIYDA to show off your work!

Interested in more DIY Data Art Activities? Visit itsliteracy.org

COLLEGE

EXPLORATION

LESSON

PLAN

ESSENTIAL QUESTIONS

How can I use statistics about colleges and universities to make
the best college decision for myself?
How can data help us make informed decisions?
How can I use infographics to enhance my understanding?
VOCABULARY
Enrollment- the number of students who register for a college or university
Infographic- a visual image such as a chart or diagram used to represent
information or data.
Tuition- a sum of money charged for teaching or instruction by a school,
college, or university.
Spreadsheet- an electronic document in which data is arranged in the rows
and columns of a grid and can be manipulated and used in calculations.

LEARNING OBJECTIVES

Participants will be able to search for data about colleges and
universities online.
Participants will be able to compare and visualize school size and
tuition of colleges and universities of their choice.
COMMON CORE STANDARDS

CCSS.MATH.CONTENT.6.SP.A.1
CCSS.MATH.CONTENT.7.SP.A.1
CCSS.MATH.ONTENT.7.SP.B.3
CCSS.MATH.CONTENT.8.SP.A.1

FINAL PRODUCT

Participants will create infographics that display the differences in
tuition amounts and other quantitative factors to compare colleges
and universities.
Interested in more DIY Data Art lesson plans? Visit itsliteracy.org
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COLLEGE
EXPLORATION
VOCABULARY
Enrollment
Tuition
Infographic
Spreadsheet

MATERIALS

Computer
Internet access

STEPS

1

To begin the exploration process for a
college or university go to
https://bigfuture.collegeboard.org/findcolleges. Browse for colleges using your
preferences.

2

Open a new tab and go to "easey.ly"
in your web browser. Log in or sign up
using your email.

3

Create your own template by clicking on
"Start Fresh". Then select CHARTS. Next,
click on RESET CHART. You will see a
spreadsheet. Use this spreadsheet for this
activity.

4
EXAMPLE

TIPS
Look into specific majors, clubs,
and professors at the school
you are interested in.
"Name" of a college is not
everything!

Choose 5 colleges or universities to
focus on. On the Collegeboard
website, find how much it costs to
attend the university by going
to"paying" and using the $ amount
next to "Tuition"

5

List the colleges in the top rows of Column
C and D. Input the $ tuition amounts in the
rows below.

6

Click on UPDATE CHANGES to save the
data and upload it to the chart.

7

Print out your chart and put it up
somewhere you can use it for motivation!
Share on Instagram and Tumblr using
#DIYDA to show off your work!

Interested in more DIY Data Art Activities? Visit itsliteracy.org

EMOJI

DATA

LESSON

STORY

PLAN

ESSENTIAL QUESTIONS

What is an isotype?
How can I use images to communicate information?
What creative ways can I illustrate answers to questions?
VOCABULARY
Emoji- a small digital image or icon used to express an idea, emotion, etc., in
electronic communication.
Isotype- a method of showing social, technological, biological and historical
connections in pictorial form.
Bar chart- a diagram in which the numerical values of variables are
represented by the height or length of lines or rectangles of equal width

LEARNING OBJECTIVES

Participants will be able to answer questions using only images
(emojis).
Participants will be able to communicate information visually and
create an isotype.
COMMON CORE STANDARDS
CCSS.MATH.CONTENT.6.SP.A.1
CCSS.MATH.CONTENT.7.SP.A.1
CCSS.MATH.ONTENT.7.SP.B.3
CCSS.MATH.CONTENT.8.SP.A.1

FINAL PRODUCT

Participants will create isotypes and have a discussion about their
favorite activities, hobbies, and personal interests.
Interested in more DIY Data Art lesson plans? Visit itsliteracy.org
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EMOJI

VOCABULARY
Emoji
Isotype
Bar chart

1

Pick one of the following questions
(or create your own):
What is your favorite place?
Which device do you use the most
often?
What is your favorite activity?
What is your favorite food?
What is your favorite season?
Who do you live with?
What has your mood been like this
week?
What has the weather been like
this week?
What languages do you speak?

A mobile phone
Computer with internet
Piece of paper
Markers
Writing utensil

2

Create a bar chart using ONLY
emojis (no words) to answer the
question you have chosen or
created. Use a minimum of 2
different emojis.

3

Find a partner or make a new
friend. Ask them to answer the
question you answered using the
bar chart.

4

Share on Instagram and Tumblr
using #DIYDA to show off your work!

TIPS

Start with a simple question.
Emojis are more than just
pictures.
Be creative!

STORY

STEPS

MATERIALS

EXAMPLE

DATA

Interested in more DIY Data Art Activities? Visit itsliteracy.org

GAME

OF

LESSON

PHONES

PLAN

ESSENTIAL QUESTIONS

What data is used when I use my cell phone?
How can I use the information about my data usage to inform how
I use my mobile phone?
What does my cell phone data usage say about me?
VOCABULARY
Megabyte- a unit of information equal to 220 bytes or, loosely, one million bytes.
Gigabyte- a multiple of the unit byte for digital information- equal to one billion
(109) or, strictly, 230 bytes.
Mobile application- a type of application software designed to run on a mobile
device, such as a smartphone or tablet computer.
Pie chart- a type of graph in which a circle is divided into sectors that each
represent a proportion of the whole.

LEARNING OBJECTIVES

Participants will be able to identify which mobile applications use
the most data.
Participants will be able to create a pie chart that illustrates their
cell phone data usage.
COMMON CORE STANDARDS
CCSS.MATH.CONTENT.6.SP.A.1
CCSS.MATH.CONTENT.7.SP.A.1
CCSS.MATH.ONTENT.7.SP.B.3
CCSS.MATH.CONTENT.8.SP.A.1

FINAL PRODUCT

Participants will create pie charts and discuss their personal cell
phone usage.
Interested in more DIY Data Art lesson plans? Visit itsliteracy.org
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GAME

VOCABULARY
Megabyte
Gigabyte
Mobile application
Pie chart

OF

PHONES

STEPS

1

If you have a mobile phone,
what type of phone do you
have? If you do not own a
mobile phone, use a
screenshot of this cell phone
for this activity.

2

Input your results into the
chart below:
Only use the first TOP 7 apps that
you use for this activity

3

Which app do you use the most
How much?
Why do you think you use this
app the most frequently?
Is there an app on your phone
that you do not use at all? What
is it?

MATERIALS

A mobile phone
Computer with Internet
access
Paper plates/round
paper
Markers
Writing utensil
EXAMPLE

TIPS
Focus on a few applications you
enjoy using.
Make the pie chart proportionalsketch it out on scrap paper
first!

4

Write 3 observations about how you
use your phone.

5

Using the paper plate, create a pie
chart showing what apps you use &
pictures (no words) to describe the
different sections

6

Share on Instagram and Tumblr using
#DIYDA to show off your work!

Interested in more DIY Data Art Activities? Visit itsliteracy.org

GUMMY

BEAR

NETWORKS

LESSON

PLAN

ESSENTIAL QUESTIONS

How are communities connected?
What is a network and how are they connected?
How is my community networked?
VOCABULARY
Centrality- the most important vertices within a graph.
Community- A group of people that are highly interconnected due to shared interests,
attitudes, and goals.
Degree- the number of connections being made
Network- a group or system of interconnected people or things.
Node- a point at which lines or pathways intersect or branch (the people in your network)
Edges- the connections between the nodes (the toothpicks)

LEARNING OBJECTIVES

Participants will be able to identify how their community is
connected.
Participants will be able to create a visual network.
COMMON CORE STANDARDS
CCSS.MATH.CONTENT.6.SP.A.1
CCSS.MATH.CONTENT.7.SP.A.1
CCSS.MATH.ONTENT.7.SP.B.3
CCSS.MATH.CONTENT.8.SP.A.1

FINAL PRODUCT

Participants will create gummy bear structures that represent their
personal communities.
Interested in more DIY Data Art lesson plans? Visit itsliteracy.org
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GUMMY
BEAR
NETWORKS
VOCABULARY
Centrality
Community
Degree
Network
Node

STEPS

1

Define community in the
space below.

2

Fill in the chart with 5 names of people you
know that fit into each category

3

Draw a web with YOU at the center,
connecting you to everyone else. Draw lines
to connect people who have met in person
before or know each other

4

Using the candy colors, assign a color to
each category. IE: Family=red; Me=Blue;
Friends=green.

5

Create the same web using the candy as
the circles and toothpicks as the lines.

6

Are people in your community connected?
Who in your web knows the most people
(besides you)?
Is there someone in your web who only
knows you? Who is it?

7

Congratulations! Now you can eat your
network! But first- share it on Instagram
and Tumblr using #DIYDA!

MATERIALS

Gummy bears (or
colorful assorted
candy)
Toothpicks
Scrap paper
Writing utensil

EXAMPLE

TIPS
The more people you include that
know each other, the more difficult
your structure is to build.
Choosing people who don't know
each other at all is less interesting.

Interested in more DIY Data Art Activities? Visit itsliteracy.org

VISUAL COMMUNITY
TIMELINE

LESSON

PLAN

ESSENTIAL QUESTIONS

How has my community changed over time?
What does the importance of a landmark and its change over time
signify about my community?
What locations are important?
VOCABULARY
Timeline- a graphical representation of the passage of time as a line.
Community- a group of people living in the same place or having a
particular characteristic in common

LEARNING OBJECTIVES

Participants will be able to visualize how their community has
changed over time.
Participants will be able to locate places in their community of
importance to them.
COMMON CORE STANDARDS
CCSS.MATH.CONTENT.6.SP.A.1
CCSS.MATH.CONTENT.7.SP.A.1
CCSS.MATH.ONTENT.7.SP.B.3
CCSS.MATH.CONTENT.8.SP.A.1

FINAL PRODUCT

Participants will create a visual timeline of their community.
Interested in more DIY Data Art lesson plans? Visit itsliteracy.org
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VISUAL COMMUNITY
TIMELINE
VOCABULARY
Timeline

STEPS

1

Make a list of 10 place in your community that
you go to frequently or like a lot (home, school,
restaurants, bus stops, stores, etc).

2

Use the internet to find out when each of these
locations was first built, created or started. If
you can’t find it, make an educated guess.

3

For each location, draw an icon/ symbol for it on
a piece of paper, write the date on it and cut it
out into a square shape.

4

Arrange all of the icons in chronological order.

Community

MATERIALS

Computer
Internet access
Rocks/item to label
Post-its
Writing Utensil
Markers

EXAMPLE

5
TIPS
Finding dates of when buildings
were built is tricky!
Use locations you really care
about.

6

What do you notice about your timeline?
What has been around the longest?
.What is new in the community?
How has your community changed?
Congratulations! You’ve made a timeline of your
community! Share on Instagram and Tumblr
using #DIYDA to show off your work!

Interested in more DIY Data Art Activities? Visit itsliteracy.org

MODIFICATIONS
There are many ways to use DIY Data Art in your
educational spaces. The following are just a few
ways to switch up and modify the activities
provided in this book:
Have participants work in pairs
Use as a "do now" before a lesson
Change up the data set
Use as an entire class data collection activity
and art project
Have students work in groups and compete
against each other
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PROFILE
FOR

CARDS

INSPIRATION, COLLECTIBLES,
AND REFERENCE

PROFILE
FOR

CARDS

INSPIRATION, COLLECTIBLES,
AND REFERENCE

HOW TO RECREATE
THIS TOOLKIT
If you are interested in recreating this toolkit in your classroom or
library, it's as easy as gathering materials and utilizing the DIY
Data Art activity guide lesson plans and activities.
To begin, find or make a container to hold all of your materialsthis is a great way to start building a kit that resembles a maker
space. Some essentials are paper/recyclable materials, index
cards, toothpicks, markers, paint, items that you can sort such as
marbles, counters, Legos, counters, colorful candy, writing utensils
and miscellaneous craft materials such as pipe cleaner, felt pieces,
glitter, glue, tape, scraps, etc, and computer/internet access.
Depending on the type of environment you are in and creating, you
can print out the DIY Data art worksheets for participants to pick
up to complete on their own. Another option is to print out the
options for activities for participants so that they can choose what
activities they want to do and what materials they will need.
You can reward students with profile cards, stickers, and candy for
the completion of activities. They are great incentives and youth
enjoy working towards a goal. You can print out the DIY data art
logo onto paper or labels and create stickers. You may also print
the profile cards out as a collectible item and the more activities
participants do, the more cards they have. The participant that
acquires all of the profile cards wins a prize! DIY data art is meant
to be fun, foster independent learning and an exciting introduction
to data.
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DATA LITERACY
RESOURCES:TOOLS
TOOLS
Use Carto to manage data and design customized maps.

www.carto.com
Chart.js is a tool to integrate animated and interactive graphs on your
website.

www.chart.js
Databasic.io is a simple suite of tools to introduce beginners to concepts of
working with data.

www.databasic.io
Datawrapper can be used to easily embed charts, graphs, and maps.

www.datawrapper.de
Easel.ly is an easy to use platform to create and share infographics, graphs,
and charts.

www.easel.ly
Piktochart is a visual communication tool that can be used to create charts,
graphs, infographics,

www.piktochart.com
Use Tableau to produce interactive data visualizations.

www.tableau.com
Venngage is a simple tool that provides templates to create charts and
infographics.

www.venngage.com
Visualize Free is an analytical tool that allows for data exploration and
designing data visualization

www.visualizefree.com
Wolfram Alpha is an "answer engine" that computes answers using "curated
data", useful for data collection and analysis.

www.wolframalpha.com
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DATA LITERACY
RESOURCES:WEBSITES
WEBSITES

.

Data Therapy is a blog with tips and activities for teaching data
literacy.

www.datatherapy.org
.
The Supporting Librarians in Adding Data Literacy Skills to
Information Literacy Instruction project is a blog and resource
guide for teaching data literacy.

http://bit.ly/datalitstudents

.

The Rap Research Lab is an educational youth program that
teaches youth how to analyze cultural data using hip hop lyrics.
. http://bit.ly/rrlab
The Maine Data Literacy Project is a resource that offers teiaching
materials and professional development for middle and high school
teachers to help students make sense of data,

http://bit.ly/mainedatalitproject

.

Tahir Hemphill is an artist, educator, and creative technologist. His
website showcases creative uses and exploration of data.
. www.tahirhemphill.com
Tuvalabs is a platform that attempts to make open data useful,
providing data sets, curricula and lesson plans to help teach using
open data.

www.tuvalabs.com
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DATA LITERACY
RESOURCES:LITERATURE

.

LITERATURE
Further reading on strategies and best practices for teaching
data literacy and data literacy education.

.

http://bit.ly/mikesmitdataliteracy
A resource to read more about best practices in data literacy
instruction and data literacy in libraries.

.

http://bit.ly/UC3dataliteracy
A brief for state policy makers about teaching data literacy
and understanding both teacher and student data.

http://bit.ly/teacherdataliteracy
.
A presentation on tips and tricks for creative data literacy to
empower people with data.

http://bit.ly/empowerwithdata
.
Short paper on designing tools and activities for teaching
data literacy.
. http://bit.ly/designingdataliteracytools
A portal designed to provide resources and curricula
to librarians and educators on how to teach science, data, and
statistics.

http://bit.ly/escienceportal
24
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